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Bride of the Dragon: Paranormal shifter
romance Thirteenth Line Publications
THE ALPHA'S TOY To spare an innocent she
has to become his plaything. When Zeke
attacks her pack, Mary, a half-breed wolf,
wants to save a young wolf, but to do so, she
has to accept his bargain. She must be his toy
until the next full moon. Mary despises the
alpha she must now give her body to, but she
can't deny the response he inspires within her.
Exploring the deceased pack's lair Zeke
stumbles onto something that could destroy all
breeds of wolf. The leaders of Mary's pack had
been experimenting on wolves. The reasons
why are still unknown, but Zeke will do
everything in his power to find out the truth,
especially when he discovers Mary was one of
their experiments. Even before the end of the
month Mary becomes all he can think about,
and he's determined to keep his toy safe. Then
a twist of fate lets him know she's more than a

toy. Mary is his mate. Can he overcome her
fear of him and convince her to stay when her
month is up? ALPHA BAIT There is a law that
binds an Alpha to his wolf and stops him from
hurting others of his pack. If an Alpha lashes
out with the intention to harm, then his wolf will
stop it, forcing on the transition...but one wolf
has found the loophole. Chain is determined to
inflict harm. He sends out the one woman he
wants but cannot have, Victoria. She will be his
Alpha Bait, luring another Alpha to his death,
thus freeing Chain from the control of his wolf.
For most of her adult life Victoria has been at
the mercy of Chain. He scares her more than
anything else. Doing as she's told, Victoria sets
the trap in order to gain Scorch's attention.
Scorch is a good leader and strong Alpha. He
will not hurt anyone. When a beautiful red-head
ends up in his care, he cannot turn away from
the attraction she inspires. Their wolves are
mates, and they're destined to be together.
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However, what will Scorch do when he realizes
Victoria is with him to lure him to his death?
Can she really send the man she loves to his
grave? Being Alpha Bait was never her choice,
but who really holds her loyalty, Chain or
Scorch?
The Alpha's Bride Wordslinger
Publishing
He’s an Alpha Werewolf
shifter with a (well-earned)
dangerous reputation, and a
pack he’d kill to protect.
She’s the feisty lynx he
longs to claim. Nightclub
owner Ty Battle is hard to
resist – and too dangerous to
love. Karen Padfoot comes
from a damaged pack and
nobody wants to give her a

chance – except for Ty, the
one person who’s given her
every reason not to trust him.
But now Ty has one last chance
to prove that he’s the only
wolf for her. Karen’s father
has been caught stealing from
Ty’s warehouse, and she’ll
have to work at Ty’s nightclub
to pay off her father’s debts.
How long can she resist Ty’s
dangerous games of seduction?
She’s going to have to figure
out the answer pretty fast –
because someone else wants to
put a collar on this sassy
feline. And Ty is the only one
who can protect her. If Karen
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can’t learn to trust again, it
will not only be her heart
that’s on the line – it will
be her life. -- Keywords:
Paranormal Romance, Shifter
Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance,
Werewolf, Steamy, Pack,
Romance series, Strong
heroine, Claiming, Feline,
Nightclub, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha
shifter, Alpha female, Enemies-
to-lovers, Workplace,
Paranormal Suspense,
Paranormal Shifter Suspense,
-- Other readers of Georgette
St. Clair enjoyed books by:
Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent,
Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas ,

Reece Barden, Heather G.
Harris, Alicia Montgomery,
Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson,
Sara Snow
The Vulfan's True Mate StarNovel (HK) Co.,
Limited
[Webnovel provides the latest update of The
Alpha's Bride novels] Alpha Damon, the
unmated Alpha of the largest pack in North
America, is facing a reality where Elders are
pressuring him to marry a bride of their choice.
A marriage of convenience. A marriage for
power. Damon is aware that Elders want to use
him in their schemes, and he is determined to
show them that he is no one's pawn. No one
can force him into marriage, not even the Moon
Goddess. “I don’t need a woman in my life to
obstruct me. A girlfriend is a nuisance, a wife
would be a problem, and a mate would be a
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disaster.” Will he give in? Which one will he
choose? Will he have a choice once he finds his
mate? Join Damon in his journey during which
he will broaden his horizons and change in the
most unexpected ways when the right woman
enters his life.
The Lost Art of Dress Entangled: Covet
Roxanne has suffered a concussion after a
severe bump to the head, but that's okay - she's
having the best hallucination ever. It involves
being rescued by an incredibly handsome man
who can turn into a wolf and lusts after her like
no man ever has before. No, really - in her
home town, plain, chubby Roxanne was lusted
after by no-one. Her handsome shifter
hallucination is so hot, she finds herself wishing
she'd never recover. Steele Battle, wolf shifter,
Sheriff of Timber Valley, has met the love of
his life - and he must leave her behind, with her

memory erased, because she's human and can
never know about the existence of his people. A
year later, he's still mourning the loss of the
woman who captured his heart - when she
strolls in to the bar in his remote, out of the way
town, which is not on any human map. How
did she find him, and what does she want? To
keep her safe, Steel has no choice but to hold
her captive until the town's shaman returns to
erase her memory for good - but will Steele be
able to part with the love of his life a second
time? -- Keywords: Paranormal Romance,
Shifter Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance, BBW,
Steamy, Pack, Romance series, Strong heroine,
Memory Loss, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter,
Alpha female, Captive, Kidnap, Second
Chance, Paranormal Suspense, Paranormal
Shifter Suspense, -- Other readers of Georgette
St. Clair enjoyed books by: Milly Taiden, Sam
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Crescent, Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson,
Sara Snow
Big Bad Wolf: Paranormal shifter romance
Wordslinger Publishing
No one steps on Archer land. Not if they
value their life. Yet when Travis Archer
confronts a female trespasser with the
same vivid blue eyes as the courageous
young girl he once aided, he can't bring
himself to send her away.
Twin Alphas: Desired Wordslinger
Publishing
The Timber Valley pack has a terrible
reputation. Word is their males are
dominant, kinky, and possessive – and
Josephine’s best friend from college is
being forced to marry one? No way!Curvy
wolf shifter Josephine Southpaw’s got the
perfect solution. Using a magic charm,

she’ll disguise herself as the slender,
beautiful Camille on her wedding day –
while Camille hightails it out of town.Of
course, the Alpha will ditch Josephine the
second he gets her back to the wedding
suite and sees what his chubby bride
really looks like. What could possibly go
wrong?Well, for starters, Alpha Maxwell
Battle is smokin’ hot. And he takes one
look at Josephine and vows to never let
her go – but he’s going to punish her for
her trickery in deliciously sexy ways. And
finally, Josephine’s friends keep staging
well-intentioned rescue attempts, but
she’s no longer sure she wants to be
rescued.But Josephine’s not the only one
with secrets. It soon becomes very clear
that Maxwell’s hiding something big, a
secret that puts not only Josephine’s
heart but her life at risk.

Purr for the Alpha Wordslinger
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Publishing
Jase Moore is determined to shake
Samantha Magnussen's touch-me-not
facade. Could this ice princess really
be out to steal his sister's new
husband? This pirate tycoon will
distract her—the only way he knows
how! Why does this provocative
stranger have such a low opinion of
her? Jase's angry contempt gets under
Samantha's protective shell. While his
voice—dark and full of unspoken sinful
promise—storms her heart and offers
temptation too hard to resist….
Furrever Yours: Paranormal shifter
romance Wordslinger Publishing
Fire dragon Orion Garrison is rich,
eligible, and hot in more ways than
one, but that hasn’t been enough to

find him a true life mate. And even his
billions won’t keep shifter
matchmakers, The Mating Game, from
showing him the door when he
arrogantly demands they find him a
woman to bear his dragonlings.
Cadence Bergmann has always known
the chilling truth—if the part of her
that’s half ice dragon starts to show,
she’ll be married off to someone from
her long-estranged clan, even if she
can’t shift, can’t fly, and her icy breath
is only good for chilling margaritas.
When fire meets ice, things get
steamy, despite interfering in-laws, a
bitter ex, and a clan rivalry stretching
back centuries. But when their future
young are threatened, will Cadence be
able to keep her cool and access her
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inner dragoness? -- Paranormal
Romance, Shifter Romance, Dragon
Shifter Romance, Dragon, Steamy,
Pack, Romance series, Strong heroine,
Claiming, Rich, Wealthy, Sexy, Alpha,
Alpha shifter, Alpha female, Enemies-
to-lovers, Bachelor, Rivalry, Family,
Mating Game, Paranormal Suspense,
Paranormal Shifter Suspense, -- Other
readers of Georgette St. Clair enjoyed
books by: Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent,
Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim
Richardson, Sara Snow

The Bobcat's Tale: A BBW
Paranormal Romance Georgette St.
Clair
Curvy bobcat shifter Lainey

Robinson is through with men—so
she’s fleeing to the most out of the
way bed and breakfast she can find,
in tiny Blue Moon Junction, Florida.
She shows up expecting privacy,
peace and quiet. What she gets is
total chaos—she’s landed right in the
middle of the local Alpha’s wedding
week. Worse, some crazy love
psychic is insisting that Lainey
crash the wedding because her fated
mate will be there, tensions are
running high between the Blue Moon
Pack and a rival pack, and a
gorgeous wolf shifter is either
suspiciously interested in Lainey, or
just suspicious of her. -- Topics:
Paranormal Romance, Shifter
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Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance,
Witch, Steamy, Pack, Romance
series, Strong heroine, Claiming,
Jealous, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter,
Alpha female, Enemies-to-lovers,
Paranormal Suspense, Paranormal
Shifter Suspense, Wedding, Psychic,
Fated Mates, Florida, Bobcat Shifter,
Bed and Breakfast -- Other readers
of Georgette St. Clair enjoyed books
by: Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent, Lee
Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim
Richardson, Sara Snow
The Alpha Won't Be Denied: Paranormal
shifter romance Georgette St. Clair
Alphas? Wolf shifter Virginia Battle has

had her fill of them. She’s grown up with
an Alpha dad and four bossy,
overprotective older brothers - so there’s
no way in hell she’s going to give
arrogant, sexy Carver Lawrence the time
of day. Yet he keeps showing up
everywhere she goes, scaring off all the
guys who want to date her – and not
making a single move on her. Then after
one drunken night in a casino, she wakes
up next to him in bed…with a wedding ring
on her finger. Now her pack is howling for
his blood (literally), he’s insisting that
she’s really his wife, and before she
knows it she’s whisked off to a sexy
honeymoon at a mountain resort. Carver’s
known from the minute he laid eyes on
Virginia that she was meant to be his – but
can a strong-willed woman (with some
pretty big secrets) and a demanding
dominant Alpha ever find love? Just when
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Virginia’s starting to think that being
married to a man who comes equipped
with his own handcuffs might not be the
worst thing in the world, she and Carver
learn that there’s something very wrong
at Honeymoon Mountain. Does it have
anything to do with the secret she’s been
keeping from her family? And with the
townspeople hiding a deadly secret of
their own, and someone – or something –
very scary sniffing around at her cabin,
will she survive long enough to find out? --
Keywords: Paranormal Romance, Shifter
Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance, Steamy,
Pack, Romance series, Strong heroine,
Hunt, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter, Alpha
female, Rule Breaker, Honeymoon,
Accidental Marriage, Marriage, Paranormal
Suspense, Paranormal Shifter Suspense, --
Other readers of Georgette St. Clair
enjoyed books by: Milly Taiden, Sam

Crescent, Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson,
Sara Snow
Short-straw Bride Wordslinger Publishing
One minute wolf shifter Katrina Hagan is
shoe shopping with her packmate Joy, the
next minute she’s being carried off by the
Alpha of the Killingworth pack. Now she’s
a hostage, a pawn in the negotiations
between two rival packs – so why can’t
she act like it? Her kidnapper, Maddox
“Mad Dog” Killingworth, has a reputation
as a ruthless killer – she should be
petrified. Instead, within days of being
taken prisoner, the sassy she-wolf has
Maddox’s pack eating out of her hand and
she’s making Maddox’s inner wolf howl
with need every time she saunters by.
Too bad their packs have been mortal
enemies for generations, and she’s
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fighting tooth and claw to resist her
burning desire for Maddox. Just when it
seems like Maddox might finally be
breaking down her barriers, it turns out
that Katrina’s pack hasn’t been playing
fair, and a shocking betrayal threatens to
wipe out Maddox’s entire pack. How can
Maddox choose between the love of his
life…and the life of his pack? -- Keywords:
Paranormal Romance, Shifter Romance,
Wolf Shifter Romance, Steamy, Pack,
Romance series, Strong heroine, Hunt,
Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter, Alpha female,
Rule Breaker, Criminal, Paranormal
Suspense, Paranormal Shifter Suspense, --
Other readers of Georgette St. Clair
enjoyed books by: Milly Taiden, Sam
Crescent, Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas ,
Reece Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson,
Sara Snow

The Bear Who Loved Me: A paranormal
shifter romance Wordslinger Publishing
I saw this tradition in Klean and I
thought it was cute," Xavier answered,
still on one knee. "What tradition?" Mia
asked in a curious tone, her brow
raised. "Well, the to-be groom asks the
bride to marry him by getting on one
knee and saying will you marry me?
So, Mia Ainsworth, will you marry
me?" he asked her. She seemed
interested to know how this ends.
Yesterday he had gotten on his knee to
give her the gold and green ribbons
and she wanted to see how this would
go. "Okay, and then what?" "Then the
to-be bride says yes," he guided her.
"So I say yes?" "Yes," he nodded.
"That's my line," she protested with a
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pout. "Then say it." "Yes," she said, and
he took her hand and slid the ring onto
her finger. He rose to his feet and
pulled her against himself before
claiming her lips. They pulled away,
and he placed his head against hers, his
eyes fluttering. "The kiss is a part of
the tradition?" "Yes," he said, beaming
at her. His happiness was getting her
excited, "Okay, now what?" "We get
married.
The Alpha Chronicles: Paranormal
shifter romance StarNovel (HK) Co.,
Limited
Talia Fisher likes to complain to her
friends that her growly, sexy boss
Lukan was a real beast – turns out, she
had no idea how right she was. She
finds out the truth one night when she

storms into his office to confront
him…and finds herself transported
another planet. A planet full of sexy
aliens who actually appreciate Talia’s
curves, and are practically climbing
over each other to claim her – but
Lukan’s got other ideas. Now that
Talia’s here, he’s going to stake his
claim on the full-figured beauty who’s
been haunting his dreams.
Unfortunately, that means that Talia
must leave her friends and family
behind forever – and there’s no way on
God’s green earth, or any other planet,
that Talia’s agreeing to that. And
Talia’s new RBF (robot best friend)
has glitches that may accidentally start
a war between rival packs. Add in a
brewing cyborg invasion and a jealous
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rival who will stop at nothing to win
Lukan over, and Talia is facing a
challenge that is out of this world. --
Keywords: Paranormal Romance,
Shifter Romance, Alien Shifter
Romance, Sci-Fi, Science Fiction,
Steamy, Pack, Romance series, Strong
heroine, Claiming, Rival Packs, Jealous,
Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter, BBW,
Family, Cyborg, Robot, Alien life, Full
figured, Paranormal Suspense,
Paranormal Shifter Suspense, -- Other
readers of Georgette St. Clair enjoyed
books by: Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent,
Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim
Richardson, Sara Snow
Dating a Dragon: Paranormal shifter

romance Wordslinger Publishing
Liza Hawthorne has everything perfectly
planned for her family’s final Christmas
on Far North, the planetoid that orbits
Terra 2. If only there weren’t two dragon
shifter species battling over the fate of
her little world. And if only one of them
wasn’t seven feet of pure silver-skinned
sexiness, who apparently thinks she’s his
“heart-mate”. When you add in some
misbehaving alien elves, a malfunctioning
Santa-bot, and the mysterious
disappearance of Liza’s best friend –
untangling this mess will take a Christmas
miracle. -- Paranormal Romance, Shifter
Romance, Dragon Shifter Romance,
Dragon, Steamy, Pack, Romance series,
Strong heroine, Battle, Christmas,
Holiday, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter, Alpha
female, Mating, Science Fiction, Sci-Fi,
Species, Alien Species, Paranormal
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Suspense, Paranormal Shifter Suspense --
Other readers of Georgette St. Clair
enjoyed books by: Milly Taiden, Sam
Crescent, Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas ,
Reece Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson,
Sara Snow

His Curvy Mate: Paranormal shifter
romance Georgette St. Clair
Everyone is always pushing “too nice
for her own good” Rosamund around,
but that’s it, no more, she’s had it.
Unfortunately, when she finally
decides to find her mojo, it’s sexy,
terrifying Kodran Sky-Reign that she
mouths off to.The leader of the clan of
alien dragon shifters promptly takes
her sass as a marriage proposal. Next
thing she knows, Rosamund is being
whisked away to Kodran’s home

planet, with a fleet of wolf shifters in
hot pursuit – and a teenaged robot
stowaway hiding a secret. Kodran
claims Rosamund is his “heart’s fire”,
and he’ll never let her go – but
Rosamund’s closest friends want her
home yesterday, and they won’t tell
her why.Plus, you’re supposed to end
up happily ever after with the good
guy. Yet the deeper Kodran and
Rosamund get immersed in the cyborg
war, the more her hot-in-bed, hot out-
of-bed, hot every-damn-where dragon
lover seems to be one of the scary bad
guys… -- Keywords: Paranormal
Romance, Shifter Romance, Alien
Shifter Romance, Sci-Fi, Science
Fiction, Steamy, Pack, Romance series,
Strong heroine, Claiming, Rival Packs,
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Jealous, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter,
BBW, Family, Cyborg, Robot, Alien life,
Full figured, Paranormal Suspense,
Paranormal Shifter Suspense, -- Other
readers of Georgette St. Clair enjoyed
books by: Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent,
Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim
Richardson, Sara Snow
Yankee Wife Wordslinger Publishing
Insurance investigator Kelly Henderson
didn’t mean any harm when she sneaked
in and replaced the Fair Maiden at the
annual Tri-Valley St. George And The
Dragon festival. She just needed to get
close enough to fearsome fire dragon
Gabriel Kingsley to grill him about the
theft of the Dragonsblood Ruby. Notorious
jewel thief Gabriel’s been dodging her

forever, but she’s got him now! Or is it the
other way around? If only she’d studied
the customs of the local dragon clans a
little more—turns out that the Fair Maiden
is required to marry the dragon in the St.
George skit. But the family of the real Fair
Maiden is burning mad and out for blood…
and if Kelly won’t betray her calling,
Gabriel and his family are set to lose
something much more precious than
jewels. -- Keywords: Paranormal
Romance, Shifter Romance, Dragon Shifter
Romance, Dragon, Steamy, Pack, Romance
series, Strong heroine, Theft, Sexy,
Alpha, Alpha shifter, Alpha female,
Paranormal Suspense, Paranormal Shifter
Suspense, -- Other readers of Georgette
St. Clair enjoyed books by: Milly Taiden,
Sam Crescent, Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas ,
Reece Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson,
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Sara Snow

Serena Wordslinger Publishing
Bridenapping? That old tradition where
the Alpha grabs the bride of his choice
and takes her back to his pack’s
property to submit to his lustful
demands? That’s so 19th century.
Unfortunately, the law is still on the
books, and quite enforceable. And
even worse, the sexy new Alpha of the
Verhold Pack has the nerve to stake
his claim – on the one human in
Lakeville who has reason to loathe him
the most. Caitlin Bellefont blames
Kristofer for taking her family’s lands,
but if she refuses him, it means
financial ruin for her entire town. Now
Caitlin’s only hope of escape is to
resist the scorchingly sexy man who is

determined to show her the pleasures
of submitting to an Alpha. Not only
that, the whole world is watching – and
not all of the eyes on Caitlin are
friendly. While TV shows beg for
interviews, and social media sites are
blowing up with rumors and news
leaks, it seems that someone very
dangerous will stop at nothing to
prevent this wedding. Can Caitlin sort
out her tangled feelings for Kristofer,
and resolve her family’s bitter feud?
She’s got until the next full moon to
find out. -- Keywords: Paranormal
Romance, Shifter Romance, Wolf
Shifter Romance, Mating of
Convenience, Steamy, Pack, Romance
series, Strong heroine, Kidnap, Sexy,
Alpha, Alpha shifter, Alpha female,
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Feud, Family, Blackmail, Paranormal
Suspense, Paranormal Shifter
Suspense, -- Other readers of
Georgette St. Clair enjoyed books by:
Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent, Lee
Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece Barden,
Heather G. Harris, Alicia Montgomery,
Linsey Hall, Kim Richardson, Sara
Snow
A Grizzly Kind of Love Harper Collins
Amelia Baxter’s got one simple
assignment: she is to sneak through
the Breach into the universe where
werewolves exist and observe,
document, and report back. But when
the sassy-mouthed, chubby college
professor discovers that she’s
crossed over right in the middle of the
annual Alpha Claiming Festival, she’s

fascinated. And when two handsome
Alpha brothers beg her to spend the
weekend with them in their Mating
Cabin, she can’t say no. Of course, it’s
all for research, right? After all, no
human from her world has ever had
this opportunity to get this close and
personal with werewolves before!
Unfortunately, leaving behind two
deliciously sexy Alphas who have
locked their sights on her as their
Forever Mate isn’t as easy as she
thought it would be… and when she
crosses back over to her world, she
walks straight into a nightmare of
betrayal and deadly threats to all she
loves most. Will her Alphas get to her
in time, or will secrets from another
world prove even more deadly than
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those who seek to betray her? --
Keywords: Paranormal Romance,
Shifter Romance, Wolf Shifter
Romance, BBW, Steamy, Menage,
Threesome, Romance series, Strong
heroine, Claiming, Two partners,
Jealous, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha shifter,
Alpha female, College Professor,
Professor, Research, Brothers,
Otherworld, Paranormal Suspense,
Paranormal Shifter Suspense -- Other
readers of Georgette St. Clair enjoyed
books by: Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent,
Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim
Richardson, Sara Snow
Twin Alphas: Claimed Simon and
Schuster

Single female shifters from all across
the country are flocking to the brand
new territory in Greenlands, New
Hampshire. After all, there's land to be
claimed, sexy male shifters lurking
behind every towering pine tree, and -
death challenges? Apparently, Dakota
Sheffield picked the wrong woman to
impersonate when she decided to go
undercover for a little vacation. Now
she's falling hard for Miles Williams,
the dominant Alpha Prime of the Fenris
pack. Throw in a pack of feral orphans
who can't decide if they want to shank
her or adopt her, a new best friend who
just may be the death of them all, and a
human government determined to see
them all fail...and it will be a miracle if
she escapes with her hide and her
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heart intact. -- Paranormal Romance,
Shifter Romance, Sexy Shifter
Romance, Impersonation, Steamy,
Pack, Romance series, Strong heroine,
Vacation, Jealous, Sexy, Alpha, Alpha
shifter, Alpha female, Death Challenge,
Challenge, Duel, Paranormal Suspense,
Paranormal Shifter Suspense, -- Other
readers of Georgette St. Clair enjoyed
books by: Milly Taiden, Sam Crescent,
Lee Savino, Jasmine Mas , Reece
Barden, Heather G. Harris, Alicia
Montgomery, Linsey Hall, Kim
Richardson, Sara Snow

Shiftily Ever After: Paranormal
shifter romance Wordslinger
Publishing
"Take off your clothes, I want to
see the body I'd be living with for

the rest of my life," he commands,
moving to the other side of the room
where the red armchair was. She
hesitated, and that displeased him.
He growled, clearly infuriated. “Do
you need some kind of motivation?
Because you will not get it. Take off
your fucking clothes!” he thunders,
making her jump and her legs shake.
With shaky hands and a trembling
body, she grabbed the hand of the
silk gown again and dragged it down.
Her eyes stayed glued to the floor,
not having the audacity to look up at
the alpha king across the room from
her. “You’re not done yet!” *** Mia
Asika had wanted only one thing for
the longest time, enlightenment and
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the freedom to travel the world in
search of it. Mia's dreams however
ended the day Ariel, her beautiful
and fair older sister who was
betrothed to the alpha king, died the
night before her marriage and she
became the last resort. Hated at
sight, the alpha king moved to make
her union to him that of misery. Can
Mia's will for survival withstand the
alpha king's cold and unloving
nature?
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